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Abstract—Existing algorithms for building layouts from geometric primitives are typically designed to cope with requirements such as

orthogonal alignment, overlap removal, optimal area usage, hierarchical organization, among others. However, most techniques are

able to tackle just a few of those requirements simultaneously, impairing their use and flexibility. In this work we propose a novel

methodology for building layouts from geometric primitives that concurrently addresses a wider range of requirements. Relying on

multidimensional projection and mixed integer optimization, our approach arranges geometric objects in the visual space so as to

generate well structured layouts that preserve the semantic relation among objects while still making an efficient use of display area.

Moreover, scalability is handled through a hierarchical representation scheme combined with navigation tools. A comprehensive set of

quantitative comparisons against existing geometry-based layouts and applications on text, image, and video data set visualization

prove the effectiveness of our approach.

Index Terms—Overlap removal, similarity preserving, structured layouts, area optimization

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

ARRANGING geometric primitives such as boxes and
discs in a two-dimensional layout is a nontrivial task

that inherently appears in important visualization applica-
tions, as for example, word cloud construction [1], [11],
small-multiples arrangements [2], [3], [4], and visual
boards [5], [6], [7]. The difficulty in building layouts made
up of dozens of geometric objects rests in the set of require-
ments to be handled simultaneously, e.g., readability,
overlaps, object size, semantic proximity and area usage.
Moreover, the number of data instances represented as geo-
metric entities is typically much larger than the visualiza-
tion area, demanding the use of clustering, hierarchies, and
navigation resources to assist the visualization.

Although significant advances have been made towards
building meaningful layouts from geometric primitives,
existing techniques are formulated to deal with a limited
number of requirements simultaneously, restricting their
use to specific applications. For instance, techniques such as
visual boards and small multiples provide well structured
layouts which are easily readable, but they pay the price
of scalability. Hierarchical methods such as Treemaps [8]
mitigate the issue of scalability while making an efficient
use of display area. However, readability and semantic

organization of data are aspects not so easily handled by
those methods. Overlap-free semantic preserving techni-
ques such as RWordles [9] and ProjCloud [10] generate
somewhat structured layouts and keep instances with simi-
lar content close to each other. Nevertheless, they are not
designed to make an efficient use of display area and also
suffer from scalability.

Handling many requirements is not straightforward
because distinct requirements can compete with each other
during layout construction. For instance, to facilitate read-
ability, layouts should be built with as large as possible geo-
metric entities. However, large objects easily fill up the
display area, thus limiting the number of instances that can
be visualized. Therefore, finding an optimal balance among
multiple concurrent requirements is a challenging task,
which has not been properly tackled by existing methods.

In this work we present a novel methodology for build-
ing layouts from geometric primitives which is able to deal
with a wide range of requirements simultaneously. Relying
on multidimensional projection, density-based adaptive
grids, and mixed integer optimization, our approach is
semantically aware, makes an efficient use of display area,
and generates well structured grid-like layouts. Moreover,
the formulation intrinsically imposes a hierarchy on the
data, enabling alternatives for the scalability issue.

The proposed optimization scheme arranges geometric
entities (boxes) with varying sizes so as to avoid overlaps
while preserving the neighborhood structure of the under-
lying data (semantics). The area of each geometric primitive
is also included in the optimization process to ensure that
the display area will be efficiently occupied. In fact, sup-
ported by the adaptive grid, our formulation is able to scale
elements with different sizes using only one variable, thus
rendering the optimization procedure as simple as possible.
A comprehensive set of quantitative comparisons against
existing geometry-based layouts shows the effectiveness of
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our approach. The usefulness of our methodology in visual-
izing text, image, and video data sets is also confirmed in
several practical applications.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

� A novel methodology to generate layouts made up
of geometric primitives which deals with multiple
requirements such as grid-like structure, semantic
relation among objects, display area usage, and over-
lap removal. The methodology naturally imposes an
hierarchy on the visual representation in order to
handle a large number of data instances.

� A new optimization scheme that relies on a reduced
number of unknowns to generate well structured
layouts while making a good use of display area.

� A comprehensive set of comparisons against existing
methods and several practical applications to confirm
the effectiveness and usefulness of ourmethodology.

One of the positive aspects in managing multiple require-

ments during layout construction is that we can play with

properties such as object size and neighborhood to highlight
relevant portions of the layout without losing the semantic

relation among objects. By handling additional requisites

such as overlap-free and optimal usage of display area we

can reduce visual clutter while improving readability.
As far as we known, no other technique devoted to build

layouts from geometric primitives is able to deal with
so many concurrent requirements to generate meaningful
layouts.

2 RELATED WORK

We focus the following discussion on techniques that rely
on the arrangement of simple geometric objects such as
boxes, discs, and polygons to visualize data information.
We group existing methods in three main categories:
structured arrangements, hierarchy-based, and node-dis-
placement techniques. It is worth mentioning that our
goal is just to provide an overview of the main classes of
methods that make use of simple geometric objects to
build visualizations, pointing out their strengths and
weaknesses in order to better contextualize our contribu-
tion. There are a huge amount of work in the literature
and a comprehensive survey about all those methods is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Structured arrangements comprise the set of techni-
ques that tile the visual space with geometric primitives
so as to produce a well structured layout. IncBoard [11],
for instance, uses boxes or hexagons to represent high-
dimensional instances which are arranged as a regular
grid in the visual space. The arrangement is done such
that proximity among objects reflects similarity, that is,
neighbor cells in the grid tend to represent similar instan-
ces similarly to a chessboard where rows and columns
determines cells to represent high dimensional data on
2 D space. Self-Sorting Map [6], [7] is another approach
that relies on regular grids to perform visualization. Items
are arranged based on a sorting mechanism that keeps
similar instances close to each other by using a hierarchi-
cal swapping process which aims to maximize normalized

cross correlation between the input data and the positions
of a structured grid. Small multiples [2], [3] is another
class of techniques that rely on structured arrangement of
geometric primitives to build visualization layouts. Small
multiples is typically used to create different views of a
data set [4] or to enable the visual analysis of multiple
complex data such as time series [11], [12].

One of the main advantages of structured layouts is their
ease interpretation. In fact, van den Elzen and van Wijk [4]
showed in a user study that visualizations made up of small
multiples are more effective than other methods to visualize
different views of the same data. A similar conclusion has
been reached by Javed et al. [11] in the context of time series
visual analytics. Despite the advantages, structured layouts
do not scale easily, which impairs their use in applications
involving large data sets.

Hierarchy-Based methods are designed to make an effi-
cient use of display area while enabling dynamic navigation
throughout different levels of a hierarchical representa-
tion [13]. Treemap [14] and its variants [8], [15], [16], [17] are
examples of hierarchy-based techniques tailored to visual-
ize data organized as a tree structure. The visualization is
performed by recursively splitting the space in rectangular
boxes whose size and orientation reflect the extent of nodes
in the hierarchy. Another example is Pedvis [18], a tech-
nique that builds upon H-tree layout and rectangular boxes
to depict pedigree information structured as deep hierar-
chies. In contrast to the hierarchical methods described
above, Voronoi Treemap [19] uses polygonal objects rather
than rectangular boxes towards better representing the
importance of nodes in the hierarchy and further differenti-
ate sibling and non-sibling nodes. Despite the efficiency in
space occupation, most tree-based layouts are not devised
to place similar instances close to each other, making
them unsuitable for applications involving similarity-based
data exploration. Aiming at addressing this issue, some
authors [20], [21] have proposed ordering mechanisms that
consistently arranges tree nodes according to some similar-
ity measure. Nocaj and Brandes [22] combined multidimen-
sional scaling, Voronoi Treemap, and a set of visualization
resources to highlight the similarity among data instances
while enabling navigation throughout the hierarchy.

Hierarchy-based methods scale well and they make good
use of display area. However, in contrast to structured
arrangements, the layout resulting from those methods are
not so easy to read as similar instances are not necessarily
placed close to each other.

Node-Displacement techniques arrange geometric
objects in the visual space so as to preserve similarity rela-
tions while avoiding overlaps. Overlap-free techniques vary
greatly as to mathematical formulation and they can be clas-
sified as physical-based, heuristic-based, and optimal-based
models.

Physical-based models rely on force schemes [23], [24] or
spring systems [25], [26] to position geometric entities in the
visual space. The lack of guarantees in terms of convergence
and the untidiness of the resulting layout are the main
weaknesses of physical-based approaches. Heuristic meth-
ods typically scan the visual space looking for the best -
location for each instance. Recent approaches such as
RWordles [9] take into account similarity information to
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build semantically aware layouts. The main advantage of
heuristic techniques is their low computational cost that
makes possible to build large layouts quickly. Uneconomi-
cal use of display area is, however, a major drawback. Opti-
mal approaches arrange objects by minimizing an energy
functional subject to a set of constraints. Dwyer et al. [27]
and Marriott et al. [28], proposed energy functionals
derived from intersection tests, using quadratic optimiza-
tion to find an optimal solution. In order to improve read-
ability some techniques impose constraints to the energy
functional towards generating grid-like arrangements [29],
[30]. ProjSnippet [31] is a two-step approach that first proj-
ects data onto the visual space and then builds an energy
functional that accounts for object overlap as well as neigh-
borhood preservation. The technique called MIOLA [32]
also makes use of neighborhood information provided by
multidimensional projection to formulate a mixed integer
optimization that results in almost orthogonal layouts.

Heuristic and optimal methods perform well in terms of
overlap removal and similarity preservation. However,
those methods do not make an efficient use of display area,
mainly when dealing with geometric objects with different
sizes. Scalability is another hurdle for those techniques,
since, with a few exceptions [33], node-displacement meth-
ods typically do not operate hierarchically.

The method proposed in this work gathers a set of traits
not presented in other existing approaches, as it has been
designed to account for multiple concurrent requirements
such as object scale, neighborhood and aspect ratio preser-
vation among cells, optimal use of display area, and over-
lap-free grid-like cell arrangement (see Fig. 1(bottom)).
Moreover, the proposed technique naturally imposes a hier-
archy on the data, thus being able to handle large data sets.
Proximity between similar entities is also enforced during
layout construction and navigation. In summary, the pro-
posed method bears a set of properties not present together
in any other geometry-based layout technique.

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed methodology com-
prises three main steps: multidimensional projection, density-
based adaptive grid generation, and layout optimization.

In the first step, high-dimensional data is mapped to the

visual space so as to preserve distance among data instan-

ces. In our implementation we use the Least Square Projec-
tion (LSP) method [34], which preserves distances nicely

during the mapping process, thus enforcing that neighbor

points in the visual space correspond to similar/close

instances in the original space. The use of a distance pre-

serving mapping to place instances in the visual space pro-

vides the neighborhood structure that must be “mimicked”

by the final layout.
An adaptive grid is then constructed from projected

points. In contrast to traditional adaptive grid generation
schemes, our approach refines the grid in less dense (but
not empty) regions of the visual space, thus placing
larger grid cells in denser regions (see Fig. 1(top right)).
The rationale is to allow users easily identify dense
regions by visually recognizing large geometric objects in
the layout. The number of refinement levels is a user
defined parameter.

The adaptive grid produces a size varying tiling of the
visual space. Moreover, grid cells inherit the semantic rela-
tion of the project instances, that is, neighbor grid cells tend
to encompass similar instances. Although well structured,
the cell arrangement resulting from the refinement is typi-
cally spread, making an inefficient use of display area.
Therefore, in the third step of the proposed pipeline, cells
are rearranged in the visual space to optimize the area
usage. The optimization is formulated to account for object
scale, overlapping, and grid-like arrangement while pre-
serving neighborhood relationships and the aspect ratio
among cells (see Fig. 1(bottom)).

The rationale here is to build layouts as readable as possi-
ble while still dragging users attention to denser regions
that should be further explored.

The following subsections detail the second and third
step of our pipeline, which correspond to the major techni-
cal contributions of our approach.

3.1 Adaptive Grid Generation

Let P ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; pqg � R2 be the projection of a set of

instances into the visual space and G be an n�m regular

grid which discretizes the bounding box of P. The num-

ber of cells in each orthogonal direction is defined such
that each grid cell gij has a square shape, that is, given

the number of subdivision in one direction, for instance

m, the number of subdivision in the other direction is

n ¼ dHW me (the boundary of the bounding box can be dis-

placed to accommodate the number of cells), where H

and W account for the height and width of the bounding

box of P, respectively.
The regular mesh G is the coarser grid level for the

adaptive process. The refinement is driven by density
information computed from P in each grid cell. The den-
sity can be estimated in different ways, for instance by
integrating a kernel density estimator over each grid cell.
As our application does not demand highly accurate den-
sity estimation, we opt to approximate the density in each
cell by simply counting the number of points pi contained
in the cell.

Fig. 1. The proposed pipeline comprises three main steps: (i) data is
mapped into visual space using a multidimensional projection technique,
(ii) adaptive grid is built from projected points and (iii) an optimization is
performed to reach an optimal layout.
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Given the density information, the refinement is carried
out as follows: let dij be the density of the grid cell gij and
dmax ¼ maxfdijg be the largest density value in G. A grid
cell gij undergoes one level of refinement if dij � 0:5dmax,
two levels of refinement if dij � 0:25dmax, three levels if
dij � 0:125dmax, and so on. Fig. 2 illustrates the refinement
process with three levels.

Although simple, the grid generation scheme described
above has two helpful properties. First, dense regions in the
visual space can easily be identified from the larger cells,
pointing out where users should nail down their explora-
tion. Second, the proposed refinement scheme allows for
resizing all grid cells by controlling only one parameter. In
other words, if one wants to scale all cells preserving their
relative size, the only parameter to be tuned is the length d

of coarser cells. In fact, the length of the cells in each refine-

ment level is given by ð1=2kÞd, where k ¼ 0; 1; . . . is the level
of refinement. This last property will be exploited during
optimization to find the value of d that results in the best
use of display area, as detailed below.

3.2 Optimization

Let ~G ¼ fg1; g2; . . . ; gNg be the set of non-empty cells in G,

that is, ~G comprises the cells in G with projected points
in their interior. Each cell gi is a square box described by the

vector gi ¼ ðxi; yi; wiÞ 2 R3, where ðxi; yiÞ accounts for
the center of the box and wi > 0 is the edge length of gi.
The cells gi should be rearranged and resized inside a
W �H display area so as to make an efficient use of display
area while preserving grid alignment and neighborhood
structures. As described in Section 3.1, wi ¼ aid, where

ai ¼ 1=2k, k corresponding to the level of refinement of gi.
Therefore, d is a parameter to be optimized (initially set as
the length d0 of the coarser cell) from which the size of each
cell is derived, as illustrated in Fig. 3a.

3.2.1 Rearranging Cells with Area Resizing

The problem of rearranging cells gi so as to generate layouts
that optimize the use of area while presenting a grid-like
structure is an NP-hard problem [35] that appears in con-
texts such as cutting optimization and rectangle packing [36].
In order to get an approximate solution, we formulate
the problem as a computationally tractable quadratic opti-
mization problem. The optimization is formulated as in
Equation (1) below:

minimize EðzÞ ¼ EcompðzÞ þ EreziseðzÞ;
subject to Az � b; z ¼ x y r d½ �>;
x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xNÞ> 2 RN

y ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; yNÞ> 2 RN

r ¼ ðr12; . . . ; r1N; r23; . . . ; r2N; . . . ; rN�1NÞ>; rij 2 f0; 1g
d0 � d � minðW;HÞ;

(1)

where z is the sought solution; y and x correspond to the
coordinates of the centroids of the cells; d is the scaling fac-
tor; A and b hold the constraints imposed on the optimiza-
tion problem. The unknowns rij are control variables used
to properly avoid overlaps. The energy components
EcompðzÞ and EresizeðzÞ control the proximity between cells
and the area increase, respectively. The former term
accounts for overlaps and neighborhood preservation and
the second term is designed to scale the box to fill up as
much area as possible (see illustration in Fig. 4).

Compactness energy term. The first term in the energy
functional, Ecomp, controls the relative position among cells
and its goal is to keep the layout compact. The energy Ecomp

is a quadratic function that simply takes into account the
centers of the boxes, as shown in Equation (2):

EcompðzÞ ¼ C
X
ði;jÞ

ðxi � xjÞ2 þ ðyi � yjÞ2; (2)

where ði; jÞ ¼ ðj; iÞ represents the NðN�1Þ
2 pairs ðgi; gjÞ; i; j;2

f1; . . . ; Ng and C ¼ 1=ðminðW;HÞ � NðN�1Þ
2 Þ is a normaliza-

tion factor. In less mathematical terms, Ecomp forces boxes to
be close to each other and the normalization factor C
ensures that the term Ecomp contributes in the same amount
as Eresize in the total energy E, thus enabling a good balance
between compactness and area usage.

Fig. 2. Density based refinement process. (a) An initial regular grid is
defined in the visual space providing the coarser refinement level (first
level, as depicted in (b)). (c) An adaptive grid is built from density infor-
mation. Denser areas are represented by larger cells. (d) Active (not
empty) cells are then ready to be optimized in the next step of the pro-
posed framework.

Fig. 3. (a) The input layout with d0 being the length of the coarser cell.
The size of the remaining cells are defined according to the initial param-
eter d0 and their scale parameters ai. (b) The result of the optimization
when d > d0.
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Area usage energy term. The energy term Eresize controls
the amount boxes should be scaled to optimize the use of dis-
play area. Since the area of any cell depends only on the
length of the largest cells, that is, the area of each cell gi is

given by Ai ¼ ðaidÞ2, ai ¼ 1=2k, where k is the refinement
level of gi, we can define the resize energy as a quadratic
function as follows:

EresizeðzÞ ¼ ðd�minðW;HÞÞ2; (3)

where minðW;HÞ is the minimum between the width and
height of the display area (see Fig. 4c).

It is easy to see that if no constraints are imposed to the
unknowns, the minimum of Ecomp is reached when all cells
have the same center and the minimum of Eresize takes place
when the length of the larger cell is equal to minðW;HÞ.
Therefore, without constraints the optimization process will
stack cells on over the other. To avoid such unsuitable out-
put, we must settle constraints as discussed next.

3.2.2 Optimization Constraints

As described in Equation (1), constraints are gathered in
matrix A and vector b and they are imposed to properly
control overlaps and the relative position of cells. Given the
initial position ðxi; yiÞ and length aid of each cell, the relative
order (also called orthogonal order) of the boxes is given by:

xp1 � xp2 � � � � � xpn ) xpi � xpiþ1
� 0

yq1 � yq2 � � � � � yqn ) yqi � yqiþ1
� 0;

(4)

where p; q : f1; 2; . . . ; Ng ! f1; 2; . . . ; Ng are permutations
of indices generated by sorting the coordinates xi and yi.

Inequalities (4) allows for preserving the relative order of
the cells, but it does not account for overlap. Overlaps can
be handled by forcing non-overlap conditions as follows:

jxj � xij 	 ðai þ ajÞ
2

d or jyj � yij 	 ðai þ ajÞ
2

d; (5)

From Equation (4) we have that if xi � xj and yi � yj
then jxj � xij ¼ xj � xi and jyj � yij ¼ yj � yi, which give

rise to the following linear system of inequality:

xi � xj � �ðai þ ajÞ
2

d;

or

yi � yj � �ðai þ ajÞ
2

d;

(6)

As proposed in [32], the or condition in (6) can be han-
dled by binary variables rij 2 f0; 1g such that:

xi � xj � aijdþMrij , yi � yj � aijdþMð1� rijÞ; (7)

where aij ¼ � ðaiþajÞ
2 and M is a very large constant. The role

of rij is to ensure that if one of the inequalities in Equation (6)
holds, its counterpart is set aside. For instance, if xi�xj� aijd,
then rij is equal to zero, thus yi�yj�aijdþMð1�rijÞ is natu-
rally satisfied for any values of y. The linear inequalities, rij
unknowns, and d make up the linear system ½Ajb�. The left
and right bounds for the x coordinate of the center of the cells
must also be imposed in ½Ajb�, that is,

0 � xi � ai

2
d and xi þ ai

2
d < W; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N; (8)

Similar inequalities are set to limit the upper and lower
bounds of the y coordinates.

Constraints relaxation. The optimization problem
described in Equation (1) provides a flexible and simple
mechanism to relax constraints and generate distinct layout
arrangements. This is performed by adding relaxation
parameters (scalars) in the inequalities to allow for some
degree of overlap, orthogonal disorder and so on.

3.2.3 Computational Aspects

The formulation (1) is aMixed Integer Quadratic Programming
(MIQP) Problem, which is minimized by computing an
extension of the so-called Branch-and-Bound optimization
scheme, where the original MIQP problem is converted to a
Linear Programming Problem in order to be properly handled
and solved [37].

In terms of usage, our code was implemented using the
solvers and optimization routines provided by Gurobi Opti-
mization Package, which is available at http://www.gurobi.
com/.

4 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The performance of the proposed optimization scheme is
assessed through a set of comparisons against well estab-
lished geometry based layout construction techniques. More
precisely, we employ four distinct metrics to quantitatively
measure the quality of layouts produced by two distinct clas-
ses of techniques, namely: overlap removal methods and visual
board techniques. Before presenting the comparison, we briefly
describe themetrics aswell as the data sets used in our tests.

4.1 Metrics and Data Sets

4.1.1 Quantitative Metrics

Orthogonal Ordering (O): measures the number of
changes in both horizontal and vertical order of geometric
entities [38]. More precisely, positions are sorted in
increasing horizontal and vertical order and the number

Fig. 4. Minimizing each term of the energy functional E in an illustrative
layout. (a) Original layout, (b) Ecomp only, (c) Eresize only, (d) the proposed
energy functional E ¼ Ecomp þEresize.
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of inversions in the lists provides the quality measure. In
mathematical terms:

O ¼
X

s2fx;yg

X
i< j

invðtÞs ði; jÞ; (9)

invðtÞx ði; jÞ ¼ 1; if ðxðtÞ
i � x

ðtÞ
j Þðxðt�1Þ

i � x
ðt�1Þ
j Þ < 0

0; otherwise,

�
(10)

where i; j are indices of the sorted lists before ðt� 1Þ and

after ðtÞ layout arrangement. invðtÞy ði; jÞ is defined analo-

gously to invðtÞx ði; jÞ. Small values indicate better behavior.
Neighborhood Preservation (K): computes the average

percentage of the k-nearest neighbors of the initial

configuration that are preserved in the final layouts [34].
More specifically, for each geometric entity we verify the
percentage of its neighbors in the final layout that were also
neighbors in the initial layout before optimization. Values
close to 1 indicates 100 percent of preservation.

Area Usage (A): let r be the longer diagonal of the bound-
ing box of the layout produced by a givenmethod andAi the
area of the ith box in the layout. The area usage metric is
defined similarly as [39]:

A ¼ 2pr2P
i Ai

: (11)

This metric gauges layout compactness and values close to
p=2 are better.

Fig. 5. Comparison against overlap removal techniques for the three initial classes of experiments.
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Orthogonal Alignment (L): Let
fz1; z2; . . . ; zrg be points in Z� Z discre-
tizing the interior of a disk, as illus-
trated in the inline figure. Moreover, let
bi be the center of a square in the layout
and bij; j ¼ 1; . . . ; k be the center of the
squares in the k-nearest neighbor of bi.
The orthogonal alignment metric is
given by:

L ¼ 1

nk

Xn
i¼1

X
bij

max
s

< zs; bij � bi >

kzskkbij � bik
����

����
� �

; (12)

where n is the number of geometric objects in the layout and
< �; � > accounts for the dot product. This metric gauges
how much a layout deviates from a regular grid, the closer
to 1 the better.

Metrics above have been chosen because they measure
important properties a layout must hold, namely, similarity
preserving, compactness, and orthogonal alignment.

4.1.2 Data Sets and Test Settings

We divided the experiments in four groups: the first three
groups of tests assess overlap removal methods while the
last group evaluates the performance of our optimization
scheme against visual board techniques.

In the first test we randomly draw points inside a
rectangular two-dimensional domain, which represents the
display area. The rectangle is discretized as a regular grid
with dimensions 1;600� 1;200. Cells of the grid that do not
contain any point are discarded. The remaining cells define
the boxes to be arranged in the layout. As no overlap exists at
this point, we enforce the cells to overlap by uniformly
increasing their area in 10 percent. Forcing overlap is manda-
tory since most overlap removal methods cannot start up
from an overlap free arrangement. Notice that this is not the
case for our approach, which also operates on overlap free
layouts in order to optimize area usage and structure. Fifteen
configurations, with 50 randompoints each,make up the first
group of tests (called class 1 in Fig. 5). The second experiment
is similar to the first one, except we use a three level adaptive
grid to generate the geometric primitives (class 2 in Fig. 5).

In the third experiment (class 3 in Fig. 5) we use real data
set containing high-dimensional instances which are
mapped to the visual space using the LSP multidimensional
projection scheme. The layout is built from the projected
points using a three level adaptive grid. Five data sets, taken
from a public repository (available at http://infoserver.
lcad.icmc.usp.br/infovis2/DataSets), have been employed
in the third experiment. One data set contains a collection of
snippets retrieved from a web search using “Scientific Visu-
alization” as query expression; two data sets contain news
from BBC, CNN, and REUTERS; the fourth data set corre-
sponds to abstracts from IEEE InfoVis 2004 conference; and
the last data set contains metadata from a scientific paper
collection. Bag-of-words were extracted from textual con-
tent and used to define the similarity between instances.
Those distances are used as input to the LSP projection
method [34], which maps instances to the visual space.

Finally, in the fourth group of tests we have randomly
generated squares in a 2D square domain, as depicted in

Fig. 8. Those layouts are used as input to existing visual
board techniques.

4.2 Comparisons

Themetrics previously described are used to assess the effec-
tiveness of our approach when compared against well
known overlap removal techniques. Precisely, VPSC [27],
PRISM [23], RWordle-C [9], MIOLA [32], and ProjSnip-
pet [31] are used as basis for comparisons. These methods
have been chosen either because they are widely used or due
to their good performance reported in the literature. We also
compare our approach against three visual board techni-
ques, namely, Incboard [5], SSM [7] and IsoMatch [40].

Fig. 5 shows quantitative results obtained from the
metrics described above. Notice that our approach clearly
outperforms most techniques as to area usage (top row)
and orthogonal alignment (bottom right). Regarding orthog-
onal ordering (middle row), our approach turns out to be
competitive, performing better for class 1. In terms of neigh-
borhood preservation (bottom row left), our approach also
performed well, being surpassed only by ProjSnippet and

Fig. 6. Comparison with visual board techniques for the last class (taken
from Fig. 8).
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PRISM, which are known to preserve neighborhoods well.
Fig. 6 brings quantitative comparison against visual board
techniques. Notice that the proposed method outperforms

IncBoard and behaves nicely even when compared to SSM
and IsoMatch, which have optimal area usage (notice the
vanish box plots) and cell alignment.

Fig. 7. Layouts produced by our approach, ProjSnippet, MIOLA, RWordle-C, VPSC and PRISM in five datasets.
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Figs. 7 and 8 depict qualitative results comparing our
approach with overlap removal and visual board techni-
ques, respectively. Notice that the proposed method gives
rise to well structured layouts where neighborhoods

(indicated by color map) are nicely preserved. Moreover,
our approach makes a better use of display area, thus
improving readability and content analysis.

5 APPLICATIONS

In this section we present three different applications of our
technique, namely, image gallery construction, textual
documents analysis, and video data set visualization. In
those applications, effective data exploration is enabled if
requirements such as object size, semantic and overlap-free
arrangements, scalability, and optimal area usage are com-
bined in an optimal manner, showing the relevance of our
methodology to applications as the ones presented in this
section.

The image gallery application, depicted in Fig. 9, aims at
visualizing image data sets such that highly similar images,
which tend to be projected close to each other in the visual
space, are summarized in large icons, while images with
discriminative feature are represented in small icons. To
build the image gallery we extract 96 features from color
attribute. More specifically, each image is split in 16 non-
overlapping regular regions covering the image from which
the first and second statistical moments for each R,G,B chan-
nel are extracted. Feature vectors representing the images
are projected in the visual space using the Least Square Pro-
jection [34] method. A three level adaptive grid is con-
structed and the proposed layout optimization scheme is
triggered in order to arrange the cells in a structured over-
lap free layout. Large grid cells containing several similar
images give rise to iconic representations that summarizes
the underlying images. Such iconic representation is built
by blending a randomly chosen subset of the underlying
images using five levels of Laplacian pyramid [41]. In the

Fig. 8. Qualitative comparison of the proposed optimization scheme
against visual board techniques Incboard [6], SSM [8] (when taking the
best result from SSM w.r.t. their objective function after 1;000 execu-
tions) and IsoMatch [41].

Fig. 9. Image gallery application: (a) an adaptive grid is built from projected images; (b) an initial iconic representation is generated; (c) the layout is
optimized to make an optimal use of area while preserving the neighborhood of the grid cells.
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example shown in Fig. 9, cells containing less then four
images are represented by a single representative image,
cells containing four to eight images gives rise to a four
blended image icon, and icon with nine blended images is
used to represent cells with nine or more images. Images
used in this application were obtained from [42].

The second application concerns textual document visu-
alization. Following the conventional tf-idf bag-of-words
construction [43] and stemming [44], one can yield feature
vectors from which our methodology can straightly be
applied. In the application illustrated in Fig. 10, we visualize
a collection of 515 related papers published in the IEEE Vis-
Week Conference 2004. Each cell is textured with a word
cloud built from keywords extracted from the documents
contained in the cell while font size and opacity is used to
highlight the most relevant keywords whose ranking is
computed using the method described in [10]. Notice that
the layout is easy to read, mainly due to the effective use of
display area. Moreover, it is not difficult to note that the
grid-like structure makes the visual identification of similar
documents an easier task.

Our last application regards video visualization, as illus-
trated in Fig. 11. We build a collection of 300 videos from
Youtube querying six distinct topics, namely, linux, civil
war, fifa world cup, hawk, guitar and information visualiza-
tion. Textual information associated to each video is proc-
essed to generate a feature vector that represents the video in
a high-dimensional space. The proposed methodology with
three level grid refinement is employed to build a layout
where larger cells are textured as word clouds while the cells
in the lowest refinement level (smaller cells) are textured
with a snippet build from a screenshot of a randomly chosen
video contained in the cell as well as textual information con-
taining title, description and URL of the video. Word clouds

are generated using keywords extracted from the text associ-
ated to the video. As in the previous application, font sizes
and priority-based opacity are used to highlight the impor-
tance of each keyword, which are ranked as in [10].

Notice how our approach was able to semantically orga-
nize the layout according to the distinct topics, keeping
videos related to “guitar” grouped on the left part of the
layout, “linux” and “information visualization” on the top
right, “hawk” in the center, “fifa world cup” on the bottom
right, and “civil war” centered on the bottom. Interestingly,
the smaller cells in the layout contain mainly videos about
civil war and music videos related to the song “Civil War”

Fig. 10. Visualizing a dataset containing 515 documents using word clouds.(a) each document is represented by a point embedded in 2D space
where adaptive grid is imposed, (b) a word cloud based on term-frequency of documents contained in each cell of grid is built.(c) shows the optimized
layout using the proposed method. Notice the size increasing that allows us to increase the number of words by each cell (colored in lightgray).

Fig. 11. Visualizing 300 videos extracted from Youtube querying six
different topics.
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by Guns N’Roses. Moreover, besides being well structured
and semantically organized, the layout resulting from our
methodology is compact and easy to read due to its effective
use of display area. One interesting fact of all generated lay-
outs is the high level of interactivity for the exploration task,
i.e., users are allowed to choose a cell summarizing some
content (from all levels except the last one) and then further
explore that cell in more detail by recursively applying the
whole layout construction process only within that cell.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Quantitative and qualitative comparisons presented in Sec-
tion 4 attest the quality of our layout arrangement mec-
hanism. In fact, our approach clearly outperforms most
existing techniques with respect to properties such as area
usage, orthogonal ordering and layout alignment, in addi-
tion to perform well as to neighborhood preservation.
Therefore, our approach is able to handle several require-
ment simultaneously, making it an attractive alternative for
several applications. The applications described in Section 5
show the versatility of our approach in scenarios ranging
from image gallery construction to word cloud based text
visualization. Moreover, the layouts resulting from our
methodology turned out to be clean, well structured, and
easy to read.

Another interesting aspect of our approach is that the
only parameter to be set is the number of refinement lev-
els in the adaptive grid. In our tests we use three levels of
refinement and we notice that the layout is not so easy
to read when more than five levels are used. However,
the appropriate number of refinement levels depends on
the underlying application and the size of screen. A
weakness of our methodology is that dense and tight data
cluster may be cut into multiple cells during the grid con-
struction. This problem can be mitigated through density-
aware grid generation, an improvement to be incorpo-
rated in our methodology.

The quality of the semantic relation among grid cells also
depends on the effectiveness of the multidimensional pro-
jection scheme in preserving neighborhoods during the
mapping process. Visually encoding uncertainties as to
neighborhood relation can help users during data explora-
tion. However, this is an aspect that has not been properly
addressed even in the context of multidimensional projec-
tion methods.

From our experimental analysis we also notice that it is
not necessary to run the optimization procedure until con-
vergence. In other words, good layouts are obtained after a
few hundred iteration steps, being unnecessary to wait until
a local minimum is reached. This fact makes the proposed
methodology also attractive in terms of computational times.
For instance, the layouts presented in Section 5 took less than
six seconds to be produced. However, the algorithm can take
a fewminutes to fully converge if a local minimum is sought.
To numerically illustrate this fact, we show in Fig. 12 the
computational time spent by ourmethodology to reach a cer-
tain number of iterations versus the ratio between the result-
ing and global minimization energies Et=Eg for each layout
from Fig. 7. Note from the y-axis of the graph that how close
to 1 the energy rates are, even for the layouts produced with
a reduced number of iteration steps.

7 CONCLUSION

We introduced a novel methodology to build geometric lay-
outs to visualize data. In contrast to existing techniques, the
proposed method makes use of a novel optimization proce-
dure that is able to handle several requirements simulta-
neously, yielding structured overlap-free arrangements
while still ensuring a semantic relation among neighbor
entities. Furthermore, the method makes optimal use of dis-
play area, rendering it an effective and flexible tool for
applications varying from image gallery construction to
video data set visualization.

We are currently investigating interactive mechanisms to
enable a free navigation throughout the layout as well as
dynamic user-driven layout updates.
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